SCIENCE OF ENERGY BINGO

A. Knows what type of reaction releases thermal energy
B. Knows the form of energy that comes from the sun
C. Knows one way to store energy
D. Knows the form in which our bodies store energy
E. Knows the force responsible for the attraction between the Earth and nearby masses
F. Knows why rubbing your hands together makes them warm
G. Can name a form of kinetic energy
H. Has visited a thermal power plant
I. Knows where most energy on Earth originates
J. Knows what type of reaction absorbs thermal energy
K. Has used a radiant clothes dryer
L. Knows what form of energy is stored in most energy sources
M. Knows how an electric generator works
N. Knows what device turns energy from the sun directly into electricity
O. Can name a form of potential energy
P. Knows what energy can be transformed into